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The Famous Cyanide Killer 

In Vietnam, during the period of 1998-2001, a lot of dead cases happened in Ho Chi 

Minh city and Binh Duong regions without any evidences of the murdering . Oddly, every case 1

had the same cause, which was suffocation. It created a disturbance throughout the society at this 

time, but people finally realized that there was always a woman who was appeared at all dead 

scenes. Her name was Le Thanh Van and she was the most suspicious person who was accounted 

as a murderer. Eventually, she was convicted as a culprit standing behind every cases. She was 

famous for killing people by cyanide. Her case became a big news that stirred the society for a 

long time. 

Le Thanh Van was born in 1956 in Binh Duong province, Vietnam. Before killing people, 

she learned about medical in army and it was the reason explained why she knew very deeply 

how to kill people using poison. She was responsible for thirteen dead cases in 1998-2001. The 

killing procedure was exactly the same: decoying the victim to drink something that contained 

cyanide, waited for them to die, and then stole the money. She has become one of the most 

famous serial killer in Vietnam's history. 
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At the end of 1997, there was a man named Dinh Van Kham went to the army hospital 7A 

in Ho Chi Minh city to take care of his relatives. Lying on the next bed was a beautiful woman 

who was also in the treatment. They talked to each other and the woman introduced her name as 

Le Thanh Van, a medical doctor studied in Germany and she could speak seven languages. The 

man was happy because he found a smart person which could help him in his dental career. 

Eventually he asked her to work at his dental clinic in Long Khanh, Dong Nai. At the clinic, she 

met Diu Danh Quang and they got married. She found out that the mother of the owner was a 

rich person. In a foreboding day, 3rd of January in 1998, when Kham was not at home, Van 

proceeded her plan. She secretly sprinkled cyanide in lemonade for the old mother to drink. The 

old woman died instantaneously after that. In order to make her plan perfect, she went to the 

hospital with the owner's mom to create kind of her alibi. 

After a long time committing a crime, the police was suspicious about her sign. 

Consequently, they arrested her in August 2001. Her trial cost a lot of effort from investigators to 

judges. She tried to deny what she had done and pretended as if she was innocent. Finally, she 

was convicted as the culprit in these serial murders. She was sentenced to death on September 1, 

2004 . Before going on execution, she cried and expressed her remorse . Her will was to see her 2 3

relatives and friends right before she died. The judge approved her proposal, let her see her 
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relatives for the last time of her life. It was a bland morning in September 2, 2001, and everyone 

regretted for the pathetic spirit. 
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